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Why is knowing how to handle
others so important?

Dealing With People Who Still Subscribe to Diet Culture and Fatphobia

 

We are influenced by others, especially
ones we love and respect

If we have the support of others in this
journey it will make it a lot easier and will

also deepen relationships

It improves our mental health, reduces stigma
and shame which also improves our physical

health (no matter your body size, weight
stigma still has negative effects)



Why people think it’s ok to talk about your

body or food choices

They are deep in diet culture and fatphobia and genuinely
believe they are being helpful
They are scared because of their fatphobia and want the best
for you
They have low self-esteem and gain something good from trying
to make you feel bad
They are trying to influence/manipulate you to do what they
think is best
They are trying to connect with you
They are scared to see you make changes and want to control
the situation
They’re rude and mean

Do any of these reasons make it ok?

Negative judgement increases shame and stigma and
often has the opposite effect the person is trying to

achieve



What method of communication feels best for you?



be kind to yourself!

 

If you don’t say anything or react

in the way you want to react. This

stuff can be HARD.

 

What you decide to do in that

moment is up to you and can change

from day to day, situation to

situation.



boundaries

Personal boundaries are guidelines, rules or limits that a
person creates to identify reasonable, safe and

permissible ways for other people to behave towards
them and how they will respond when someone passes

those limits. - Wikipedia
 

Boundaries are the lines you draw in your life that, when
someone crosses them, govern what you do in response. -

Coleen Mitchell

How do YOU feel about boundaries? What
fears come up for you, if any?



Word Tracks

Direct
“Hey, I don’t know if you know, but I am recovering from diet
culture/disordered eating/body hate. Don’t say XYZ when
around me as it’s difficult for me to hear”

Firm
“Don’t talk about XYZ around me”

Playful
Begin to snore… “OMG, diet talk is so 1997!”

Gently
“Thank you so much for sharing about XYZ, I’m not really into
it, maybe you should tell Susan, I know she loves XYZ. Hey,
did you see the new movie at the cinema?”

Last chance
“I have repeatedly told you not to talk about XYZ and again
you have disrespected my boundary, this is the last time I will
remind you”



Word Tracks

Question (not as assertive)
“I’m working on loving my body/stopping dieting. Do you think
I could ask those around me to help? How could they help?”

Curious
“I’m working on loving my body/stopping dieting and I
wondered whether you could help me? Would it be reasonable
for me to ask you to avoid talking about XYZ?”

Which word track feels best to you? Come up with

your own versions below



how will you set boundaries?



what is the JABB Technique?



consequences

Reassert your boundary as many or as little times as feels
good with you.
Have a conversation again about why this is important for
you
End the conversation
Walk away, go to a different room
Spend less time with them
Don’t engage with them on a deeper level (because it’s not
safe)
Take a break from the relationship - 1 hour - an undefined
amount
End the relationship
Some boundaries carry immediate deal-breaking
consequences

A boundary without a consequence is at best a

waste of time and energy and at worst leads to

lower-self esteem, less respect from others,

resentment, and unfulfilled relationships.



what consequences feel most aligned with you?



boundaries

are an act

of love



homework

Do you have any
boundaries that you
need to set that
you’ve been putting
off?

1. 2. How will you set those
boundaries and what

could be the
consequence if they
don’t respect your

boundary?
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